Abstract. Formal semantics for XQuery with side-effects have been proposed in [13, 16] . We propose a different semantics which is better suited for database compilation. We substantiate this claim by formalizing the compilation of XQuery extended with updates into a database algebra. We prove the correctness of the proposed compilation by mapping both the source language and the algebra to a common core language with list comprehensions and extensible tuples.
Introduction
Two semantics of XQuery. The use of list comprehensions to formalize database languages has been popular since the work of Trinder and Wadler [24] , and that of Buneman et al [23, 3] . More recently, the same approach has been used successfully by Fernandez et al. [11] to specify the semantics of XQuery. It notably relies on a notion of normalization that is now part of the XQuery Formal Semantics [7] . For instance, the following FLWOR expression applied to a variable $d containing the element <doc><a>1</a><a>2</a></doc> for $x in $d/a for $y in $d/a where $x = $y return ($x+$y) is defined as being equivalent to the following expression in the target fragment of XQuery called the XQuery core (we use a different font for the core)
for $x in $d/a return for $y in $d/a return if ($x = $y) then ($x+$y) else () This approach has the benefit of relying on a small set of simple primitives which are well understood from functional programming, and support laws useful for optimization.
Because of the importance of FLWOR expressions as a database primitive, most compilers do not rely on normalization, but instead compile into tuplebased algebras that support traditional database optimizations [19, 18, 21] . For instance, the above query is compiled in the following plan using the algebra of [21] .
One may argue which of the two semantics is better for the programmer. We observe that the informal, but normative, semantics for XQuery is actually defined in terms of a tuple stream, and mandates that the return clause is executed after the tuple-stream has been built and filtered [2] . We believe that the tuple-stream semantics is at least as natural as the nested-for semantics, and is better suited for optimization: in this example, the nested-for semantics requires the internal loop to be run on two different sequences, hence makes it impossible to use a join, while the tuple-stream semantics enables join optimization, which would produce the following plan. Scope of the paper. Our goal is to provide a list-comprehension based semantics for XQuery which enables the use of traditional tuple-based algebras for compilation and optimization. To this aim, we first formalize the tuple-stream semantics, by translating XQuery with updates into a target language with records which we call the XQueryU core with tuples. The result is still a nesting of forexpressions, which, in this case, are used to first build the tuple-stream, and to finally apply the return clause. For example, the code above is translated as follows, where $environment is a tuple-stream that only contains one context-tuple, [d:<doc><a>1</a><a>2</a></doc>].
for $t 5 in for $t 4 in for $t 2 in (for $t 0 in $environment return for $t 1 in $d/a return [x:$t 1 ]+ + $t 0 ) return for $t 3 in $d/a return [y:$t 3 ]+ + $t 2 return if ($t 4 .x = $t 4 .y) then $t 4 else ()
The translation transforms variables into tuple fields, moves the outermost iteration in the innermost position and, most importantly, moves the filtering, reordering, and return phases at the end of the whole process, as required by the tuple-stream semantics. This formalization is not only a first step to our main theorem about the soundness of a database-like interpretation of tuplestream semantics, but it also shows that the tuple-stream semantics admits, in a measure, the same advantages of the nested-for semantics, namely:
1. it admits a simple PL-style implementation, based on in-memory nested loops, with no need of going through algebraic compilation, for applications where a PL-style implementation may be useful. 2. it can be mapped down to a simple core language which is best suited for studies about semantics and types, as we will do in this paper.
We then formally define a database algebra for this language and a compilation function from XQuery with side-effects to the algebra, and we prove that the compilation implements the tuple-stream semantics. The target language and the algebra are typed, by a type system that keeps track of record access and concatenation. These type systems involve record concatenation and subtyping, which means that we have to address the well-known problem that these two mechanisms are incompatible for simple record types [14] . We have chosen an original solution for this old problem, based on linearity conditions which identify a sub-language where concatenation and simple subtyping safely coexist, and we show that this sub-language is indeed sufficient to interpret XQuery.
Related work. Design and semantics for database query languages based on comprehension were first introduced by [3, 23, 22] . This work notably led to the development of the Kleisli system which is probably the most advanced query language compiler based on functional techniques [25, 8] . However, join optimization in Kleisli is not handled at the comprehension level, but remains internal to the compiler. So far, functional optimizations did not catch on as most database management system optimizers to this day rely on tuple-based algebras [1, 20, 19] . The recent emergence of languages which blend database and programming languages features [17, 12, 4, 15] has created renewed interest in list comprehensions. We believe our work is the first to provide a list comprehension treatment of a tuple-based database algebra. The reconciliation of record subtyping with record concatenation has been the subject of a huge body of work [14] . The proposed approaches were mostly based on the addition of information about missing fields, or on the substitution of subtyping with parametric polymorphism. We instead use the simplest form of record types, but impose a linearity constraint on the code. Finally, the topic of optimization in the presence of side effects have received almost no attention so far. On notably exception is the work by Fegaras [9] which also relies on a monadic approach. We first introduce the XQuery core with tuples (Section 2). We then introduce the source language XQueryU (Section 3) and its semantics, through a translation to the core. We finally define the typed second-order algebra (Section 4), the compilation of XQueryU into the algebra, and prove its correctness.
XQueryU core with tuples
In this section we define a core language with support for tuples, which we use to specify the semantics of both XQuery with updates and the corresponding algebra. This core language is based on the W3C XQuery core defined in [7] . Definition 2.1 (core syntax). Our core language has the following syntax, using e for core expressions, and s for XPath steps:
e ::= for $x in e 1 return e 2 | order $x in e 1 by e 2 | let $x := e 1 return e 2 | $x | if (e 1 ) then e 2 else e 3
. . . ; a n : e n ] | $x.a | e 1 + + e 2 | do insert e 1 into e 2 | do delete e s ::= child::q | descendant::q | . . . $x (and other $-names) denotes variables, q denotes XML "qualified" element names, f denotes function names, a denotes field names, and denotes literals including numbers and strings; finally we have left the exact list of steps unspecified as our analysis does not depend on the specific steps. We allow the usual XPath/XQuery shorthands, in particular the child:: axis can be omitted, // abbreviates the descendant:: axis, and we will write certain built-in functions with traditional infix notation (such as e 1 = e 2 for equal(e 1 , e 2 )).
Our core differs from the W3C core [7] in three important ways: (1) it adds side-effects, in the form of two operations to update XML data in-place, which are executed immediately (2) it adds an explicit order by expression for sorting (a construction the W3C semantics does not specify), and (3) it adds tuples (a.k.a. records) which are finite mappings of field names to values: [a 1 : e 1 ; . . . ; a n : e n ] constructs a new tuple that maps each distinct field name a i to the value of the corresponding e i , $x.a, extracts the value of the a field from the tuple value of $x, and e 1 + + e 2 , constructs a new tuple with the combined fields from two existing tuples.
Since we use the core also as a target language for the algebra's semantics, we adopt record subtyping, i.e., every tuple type specifies some fields that are guaranteed present, but more fields may be found in the typed value. This is notoriously incompatible with record concatenation: from e 1 : [a : t] and e 2 : [ ] one cannot deduce that e 1 + + e 2 : [a : t], since e 2 may actually include an a field with an incompatible type. To solve the problem, we first adopt the following definition for the semantics of tuple concatenation for the case when the same field appears in both v 1 and v 2 .
1. if v 1 .a = xv 1 and v 2 .a = xv 2 and xv 1 is different from xv 2 , then v 1 + + v 2 raises an error (informally "concatenation failure,");
We prove below that the translation of XQuery only generates well-typed linear core expressions (to be defined later), which never raise a concatenation failure. However, case (2) above must be allowed since it actually happens in the linear expressions that derive from XQuery translation.
Definition 2.2 (core semantics).
The dynamic semantics of the core is defined by the judgment Σ; σ e ⇒ v ; σ Σ is the dynamic environment mapping free variables of e to values (defined below). σ is a store mapping XML nodes ids to their value, and is used to support features such as node creation, node identity, backward navigation, and tree update. e is a core expression, v the computed value, and σ the resulting store. (The actual definition is standard, apart from tuple concatenation which we commented on above, and can be found in the Appendix.)
Values are partitioned into two classes, XML values xv and table values tv. XML values are sequences of XML items iv, while table values are sequences of tuples. In both cases we identify a single item, or tuple, with the corresponding sequence of one element.
Definition 2.3 (values)
. The values, relative to a store σ, are given by
where denotes literals. The fields of a tuple value are distinct and unordered.
The type system for the core should play two roles: (a) checking that predefined functions and operators are applied to arguments of the correct type, as it happens with the XQuery type system; (b) checking that tuple deconstruction and concatenation are correctly applied. Such a type system can be defined by enriching the XQuery type system with tuple types. To simplify the presentation, we follow here a much leaner approach, where all the types for the instances of the XQuery Data Model [10] are merged into Item, i.e. we focus on the (b) role only, since nothing is new, with respect to XQuery, on the (a) role. Similarly to values, types are partitioned into XML types xt and table types tt.
Definition 2.4 (types).
Tuple types are understood as follows:
-[ ] is the type of tuples with no fields, which we write [].
-[a : xt] is the type of tuples that map the field a to an XML value of type xt, and may be either defined or undefined on the other fields. Hence, record fields are subject to the equalities (r 1 ; r 2 ); r 3 = r 1 ; (r 2 ; r 3 ), r 1 ; r 2 = r 2 ; r 1 , a : xt; a : xt = a : xt, and r; = r, where r 1 = r 2 means that we identify them in every context (type equality, type rules, type semantics). Finally, since value sequences are flat, for any type t, {{t}} = {t}.
Definition 2.5 (core type semantics). The semantics of a type in a store, T t σ , is defined as follows:
-T Item σ contains all node ids that are bound in σ, and all literal values; -T {t} σ is the set of all finite sequences of elements of T t σ ; a single element of T t σ belongs to this set, and is equivalent to a singleton sequence; -T [a 1 : t 1 ; . . . ; a n : t n ] σ is the set of all functions that, for i in 1 . . . n, map a i to an element of T t i σ ; an element of T [a 1 : t 1 ; . . . ; a n : t n ] σ may also be defined on any field name that is not specified in the type. -T (t 1 , . . . , t n ) → t σ is the set of all functions that, applied to n arguments in T t 1 σ . . . T t n σ , return a value in T t σ .
The fact that a tuple type does not give information about the fields that are not explicitly specified, and the fact that a single element is identified with a singleton sequence, lead to the following subtyping relation. Definition 2.6 (subtyping). The subtyping relation ≤: is the transitive homomorphic closure over types of the relation defined by
Definition 2.7 (core typing). The judgment Γ e : t holds iff it can be proved by the rules of Fig. 1 , where:
1. Γ is a type environment which associates each free variable $x of e with a type Γ ($x), and each predefined function f with its function type Γ (f ). 2. (Γ, $x t) denotes a new type environment where $x is assigned the type t instead of what it was in Γ ; the empty type environment is written ().
We generalize the notions of typing to whole type environments: Σ : Γ means that every variable bound by Σ is typed as specified by Γ , and T $x 1 : t 1 ; . . . ; $x n : t n σ is the set of all functions that, for i in 1 . . . n, map $x i to an element of T t i σ .
Unfortunately, this type-system is not sound in general; for example, record concatenation fails in the two well-typed expressions below:
However, the type-system is sound when we restrict the attention to a linear subset of the language. Informally, a closed core expression is linear if none of the following non-linearity conditions apply.
1. double construction: the presence of two distinct constructors for a field a is "non-linear" (case (1) (like the occurrences of $x in case (2) above); as in the double construction case, double use is allowed in independent code branches.
Γ e : t1 t1 ≤: t2
Γ for $x in e1 return e2 : {t2}
Γ order $x in e1 by e2 : {t1} Γ do delete e : {Item}
Γ do insert e1 into e2 : {Item} The above definition is extended to pairs (Σ, e) formed by an expression and a dynamic environment that defines the free variables of e, so that the evaluation of a linear expression only involves linear (Σ, e) pairs. With these tools, we can prove the following theorem, which will allow us to prove that the semantics of any well-typed XQueryU or algebraic expression is always well-defined, despite the combined use of subtyping and record concatenation in the core.
Theorem 2.8 (soundness of typing). For any expression e linear for Σ : Γ , type t such that Γ e : t, and store σ such that Σ ∈ T Γ σ , there exist v ; σ such that Σ; σ e ⇒ v ; σ and v ∈ T t σ .
XQuery
We define here XQueryU, a minimal subset of XQuery with immediate updates.
Definition 3.1 (XQueryU syntax). XQueryU syntax consists of expressions E, where F denotes FLWOR expressions, and s denotes XPath steps.
with the standard constraints that each FLWOR-expression must have at least one for or let clause, where clauses cannot be followed by for or let clauses, and order by clauses can only be followed by a return clause.
Definition 3.2 (XQuery semantics).
The semantics of an XQueryU expression E is given by the translation X E $t defined in the following table, provided $t is a core variable of tuple type and is a mapping from XQueryU variables to core field names, which must map all free variables of E to fields defined by $t.
Most of the XQueryU operators are mapped to the core by homomorphism. We use do insert as an example, and give the non-homomorphic cases:
where a is a fresh field name, and
where a is a fresh field name, and e 1 = for $t in e return $t+ + [a:
The most notable aspect of those rules is how the result of compilation for prior clauses in a FLWOR is passed as a parameter (as subscript) to the auxiliary X * translation judgment. X E $t is always well-defined, but it is only guaranteed to be well-typed in a specific static context, specified by Theorem 3.3 below. Informally, $t collects values for the free variables of E which is why must map these variables to field names of $t. Similarly, in the helper translation X * F e , e is an expression producing the tuple stream used to evaluate F , and maps the free variables of F to the field names of this tuple stream. To formalize these requirements we equip XQueryU with a type judgement, Γ E : xt, similar to the core typing of Def. 2.7, which we do not specify here for space reasons. We map type environments to tuple types by defining ($x 1 :xt 1 ; . . . ; $x n :xt n ) = [ ($x 1 ):{xt 1 }; . . . ; ($x n ):{xt n }], where each xt i is mapped to {xt i } (i.e., to {Item}) because we map let into for, hence the core type system sometimes infers sequence types in places where XQueryU typing was more precise. This is also reflected in the statement of the type preservation theorem. It would be easy to have exact type preservation, using a finer type system for the core, but this paper is focused on the use of tuple types to map static environments, and the other typing aspects are kept minimal by design.
We can finally show that the translation of well-typed terms is well-typed and linear, hence, thanks to Theorem 2.8, it is always well defined.
Theorem 3.3 (type preservation). If (Γ ) is well defined, then:
Γ E : xt ⇒ ($t : (Γ )) X E $t : {xt} ($t : tt) e : { (Γ )} ∧ Γ F : xt ⇒ ($t : tt) X * F e : {xt}
Theorem 3.4 (linearity).
For any E, , tv, where is defined on all free variables of E, and tv = [ ($x 1 ) : xv 1 ; . . . ; ($x n ) : xv n ] is defined on the whole image of , the term X E $t is linear with ($t tv).
Corollary 3.5 (XQueryU semantics). For any Γ, E, xt, , σ, tv, if Γ E : xt, (Γ ) is defined, tv = [ ($x 1 ) : xv 1 ; . . . ; ($x n ) : xv n ] with xv i ∈ T Γ (x i ) σ , then there exist v ; σ such that ($t tv); σ X E $t ⇒ v ; σ and v ∈ T t σ .
Algebra
We formally specify the semantics and type system for an existing nestedrelational algebra for XQuery [18, 21] . Most other database algebras are quite similar, so most of the treatment proposed here should apply quite directly to other relational or nested-relational algebras. From a functional programming perspective, database algebras are first order languages, where efforts are taken in order to avoid any manipulation of functions. For example, the projection operator from relational algebra, usually written π φ R, is similar to a map and applies φ to every element of R. However, traditional database algebras usually do not allow φ to be a function from tuples to tuples, but always use a variable-free syntax [20] , which significantly simplifies the analysis and rewriting of algebraic terms. Algebras for object databases sometimes depart from this, since methods have to be formalized, and we have seen a drift towards higherorder algebras, where functions and lambda-binders play a role. XQuery seems to call for that approach, since the language is functional, and also because every expression is always evaluated with respect to an implicit context item, which means that every expressions denotes a function.
We propose a different approach that merges the advantages of binder-free syntax and the expressivity of higher-order. In our algebra, every term (or plan) denotes a first-order function, that yields a result when applied to a context tuple. Every n-ary algebra operator (with n > 0), such as Map or Select, denotes a second-order function, which yields a first-order plan when applied to firstorder subplans. We will show how this approach gives all the expressive power we need, while avoiding the need for higher-order syntax and rewriting. for $x in $doc//a where $x/empno≥1 return $x Database compilers compile this into a query plan similar to the following, denoting a function to be applied to a context tuple where the #doc field is defined.
To illustrate the first order nature of each operator, the same plan with explicit binders would look as follows. Fig. 2 . Type rules for the base algebra.
Due to lack of space, we focus on a base algebra which contains only the algebraic operators that are needed for compilation, and we ignore the additional operators needed for optimization purposes.
Definition 4.2 (base algebra syntax).
For unoptimized query plans we use the following basic syntax:
The semantics of the basic query plans is given in the following table, through a translation to the core. Every plan p denotes a core expression A p $t with one free variable $t for the input tuple stream. Every algebraic plan receives an input value, and, with the only exception of the leaf operators #a, ID, and Empty, does not operate on it, but passes it to the subplans enclosed in round brackets. Select, OrderBy, MapConcat and Map also apply their curly-brackets subplan to each value in the list returned by the round-brackets. Finally, the values returned by the subplans are acted upon. A p $t ⇒ v ; σ . We will also use the same notation to denote just the value component v , when this is clear from the context. Every plan has a first order type t → t , where t and t are defined exactly as in Definition 2.4; the two type languages coincide since the semantics of the algebra is given through a translation to the core.
Definition 4.4 (algebra typing).
The algebra type system is defined by the rules in Figure 2 ; subtyping is defined as in the core.
Notice that Γ is treated as a constant here (with just the built-in function signatures) hence is not propagated within the rules. Tuple concatenation plays a key role here as in the core (whereas the distinction between {t} and t is only relevant for optimizations purposes that we do not consider here). Once more, we are able to combine record concatenation with record subtyping by adopting a linearity constraint. We say that the query plan p builds a field a if it contains a tuple constructor for a, i.e., a subplan [a : p ]. Linearity then means that, informally, every tuple field is only built in one specific point of the code. A plan p is linear with a tuple type [a 1 : t 1 ; ...; a n : t n ] or with a tuple sequence type {[a 1 : t 1 ; ...; a n : t n ]}, if it is linear and no field among a 1 , . . . , a n is built by p. A piece of code p is linear with an XML type iff p is linear. Definition 4.6 (π t (v)). The projection π t (v) of a value v over a type t such that v ∈ T t σ is defined by cases on t, as follows. π [a1:t1,...,an:tn] (v) is a tuple that coincides with v on the fields a 1 , . . . , a n , and is undefined on the others.
We can now state the type soundness of the algebra. The theorem is not trivial, because it requires that the extra fields in the input tuple are removed by projection (π t (tv)), but the thesis v ∈ T t σ does not exclude the presence of extra fields in the result. This means that the theorem cannot be proved directly by induction, but we need to resort on linearity to prove that the extra fields are actually harmless. In a sense, this theorem specifies that any optimizer that preserves types and linearity never needs to insert extra projections. 
Compilation
We give now a formal definition of the algebraic compilation C E of an XQueryU expression E, in the table below. is a mapping from free variables in E to core field names, and a is a fresh field name in cases for and let.
The compilation rules correspond strictly to those of [21] (except for some minor syntactic variations and the use of for explicit field naming). As in the rules that describe the semantics of XQueryU, the most interesting rules are those we have described with the helper function C * F p , which compiles the "tail clauses" F of a FLWOR expression. Those rules are specified in the context of an operator p that generates the stream of tuples that are generated by the "head clauses" of the same FLWOR.
Example 4.8 (algebraic compilation). The example XQueryU from the "two semantics" part of the introduction compiles with the translation scheme to the algebraic expression in the "database algebra" part of the introduction. The following table shows how the application of C * constructs the plan backwards:
The following theorem expresses the correctness of this compilation scheme, with respect to our semantics. Interestingly, the proof is done by merely applying a simple variant of the semantics provided in Section 4 to the result of compilation, and showing that it is syntactically equivalent to the semantics of the same query in the core. The variant is defined in the Appendix.
Theorem 4.9 (correctness). For any environment Σ, stores σ, σ , XQueryU expression E, variable $t, field name assignment defined for all free variables in E, and value v ,
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed how the nested-for and the tuple-stream semantics for FLWOR expressions diverge in presence of side-effects. We have formalized the compilation process for XQuery extended with side effects into a database algebra, and we have shown that this compilation scheme is sound for the tuplestream semantics. This formalization shows that the tuple-stream semantics admits a simple implementation, based on normalization and list comprehensions, along the lines of the traditional implementation of main-memory programming language iterators. We are currently investigating optimization of database languages with side-effects based on that framework.
We then define linear field extraction: X ↓ 1 a x = def X ↓ a x ∧ ¬X ↓ = a, And, for each ternary relation, we add a binary version:
Observe that tv ↓ 1 a xv and tv ↓ 1 a xv implies xv = xv . However, Σ ↓ 1 a xv and Σ ↓ 1 a xv and xv = xv is possible, in a specific situation which is detailed in the following lemma.
Lemma A.3. If Σ ↓ 1 a xv and Σ ↓ 1 a xv and xv = xv then exists $x such that:
We introduce a notion of independent subexpressions, such that, when two expressions are independent, their results will never be concatenated one to the other, hence linearity constraints need not to span over independent subexpressions. The notion does not need to be complete, as soon as it allows "interesting" pieces of code to be classified as linear.
Hereafter, a "subexpression of e" abbreviates "an instance of a subexpression of e". Definition A.4 (Independent Subexpressions).
-The expressions e 1 , e 2 and e 3 inside if (e 1 ) then e 2 else e 3 , subexpression of e, are pairwise independent in e; -the expressions e 1 and e 2 inside order $x in e 1 by e 2 , subexpression of e, are independent in e; -the subexpressions e 1 . . . e n inside [a 1 : e 1 ; . . . ; a n : e n ], subexpression of e, are pairwise independent in e; -if e1 is a subexpression of e1 and e2 is a subexpression of e2, and e1 and e2 are independent in e, then e1 and e2 are independent in e.
We can finally define the notion of linear expressions. Linearity forbids expressions like [a: e 1 ]+ + [a: e 2 ] but also limits the use of let variables, in order to avoid pieces of code like the following one.
let $x := (for $w in (1,2) return [a:$w]) return for $y in $x return for $z in $x return $z+ + $y Definition A.5 (Relevant Environment). The relevant part of Σ with respect to e, written Σ ∩ e, is Σ restricted to the variables that appear free in e.
We now define a notation for the presence of a constructor for a field in an expression, e ↓ a. Definition A.6 (e ↓ a, e ↓ = a). e ↓ a means that e contains at least one tuple constructor for a, and e ↓ = a means that e contains at least two tuple costructors for the field a which are not independent in e.
In a binding expression such as let $x := e 1 return e 2 , we do not regard the first $x as a "subexpression"; if we did, it would be independent of any other.
Definition A.7 (Variable Linearity). A core expression e is linear in a variable $x, if, for every two distinct instances of $x inside e, the two are independent subexpressions of e.
Definition A.8 (Linear Expressions).
A core expression e is linear with a dynamic environment Σ, written lin(Σ, e), iff:
1. For no field a, e ↓ = a, 2. For no field a, (Σ ∩ e) ↓ = a, 3. There is no field a such that (Σ ∩ e) ↓ a and e ↓ a, 4. e is linear in any $x that is free in e and is multivalued in Σ 5. e is linear in any $x that is bound in e by a let.
A closed core expression e is linear, written lin(e), iff lin((), e) (in this case, the only interesting conditions are 1 and 5).
A.3 Semantic Variant
We finally define the semantic variant used to prove the soundness of compilation.
Definition A.9 (extended XQueryU semantics). Define the variant extended normalization schemeX to be identical to X from Def. 3.2, except for replacing the X * -rules for for and let with X * for $x in E F e =X * F 1 e1 where 1 = ( , $x a) with a a fresh field name e 1 = for $t 1 in e return for $t 2 in (for $t 3 in (X E $x1 ) return [a:$t 3 ]) return $t 1 + + $t 2 X * let $x := E F e =X * F 1 e1 where 1 = ( , $x a) with a a fresh field name e 1 = for $t 1 in e return for $t 2 in [a:X E $x1 ] return $t 1 + + $t 2
